Blind spots can seriously undermine the reliability of your video surveillance solution. From now on you will never miss a single thing thanks to the 360-degree overview provided by the FLEXIDOME IP panoramic 5000 MP camera from Bosch. In combination with your current camera set up, it significantly improves your situational awareness by eliminating blind spots. With 5 megapixel resolution at 15 frames per second and a fish-eye lens, you can capture moving objects easily while maintaining a complete 360-degree overview without blind spots, providing innovating security where you need it most.

The smallest 360-degree dome design
The FLEXIDOME IP panoramic 5000 MP camera combines innovative technologies with the smallest 360-degree dome design available on the market. The perfect balance between performance and aesthetics makes it ideal for applications where appearance is just as important as discretion. In addition to its great design, the camera is also built to resist vandalism and can be used both indoors and outdoors.

Remote access and control 24/7
You cannot be everywhere all the time. That is why the FLEXIDOME IP panoramic 5000 MP is fully supported by Dynamic Transcoding technology. In combination with the Video Security Client it gives you easy instant 24/7 remote access to camera controls, live video streams, recordings and HD dewarped images, regardless of available bandwidth.

Safe and secure storage
By revealing blind spots in your video surveillance solution, the FLEXIDOME IP panoramic 5000 MP makes it easier to keep personnel and property safe and secure at all times. The camera triggers alarms when needed and video data is recorded and stored safely - either in the cloud, on the built-in SD storage or on an external storage device. So you can always review what has happened, regardless of time and place. With the FLEXIDOME IP panoramic 5000 MP, professional video surveillance is easy for everyone.
**Content Based Imaging Technology (CBIT)**

With innovative technologies, the FLEXIDOME IP panoramic 5000 MP helps you oversee events in a chosen area, both live and in retrospect. CBIT ensures you see the highest quality of relevant images by tailoring the captured images to the content of the scene. The camera settings are continuously and dynamically adjusted depending on movement, varying light intensity and back and front light fluctuations. Built-in Intelligent Dynamic Noise Reduction reduces bitrate by up to 50 percent, significantly reducing network strain and storage costs without compromising the quality of your video. The free viewing software, Video Security Client, enables client-side dewarping to make video images easy to interpret by eliminating the distortion caused by the fish eye lens. We ensure that data is minimized and easily managed by providing images that contain only relevant information.

**Easy to install and hassle free**

The best quality video surveillance solutions should be hassle free. With a pre-assembled surface mount bracket the FLEXIDOME IP panoramic 5000 MP can be mounted directly onto a ceiling. Its unique cable connector design enables plug and play and reduces installation times substantially and firmware updates can be done remotely. Thanks to ONVIF conformance and the Integration Partner Program, it also works seamlessly with third party video management software and recording solutions.

### FLEXIDOME IP panoramic 5000 MP (indoor model)

- Full 360-degree overview
- Perfect for overseeing everything indoors
- 5 megapixel sensor resolution
- 15 frames per second

### FLEXIDOME IP panoramic 5000 MP (outdoor model)

- Full 360-degree overview
- Perfect for overseeing everything outdoors
- Peace of mind in outdoor or vandal-prone areas (IP66 / IK10)
- 5 megapixel sensor resolution
- 15 frames per second

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Benefits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intelligent Dynamic Noise Reduction</td>
<td>Reduces storage costs and network strain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Client-side dewarping</td>
<td>Combined with Video Security Client eliminates fish eye distortion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MicroSD card slot for built-in (edge) recording</td>
<td>An easy back-up solution to ensure safe data storage or provide a stand-alone solution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTP, Dropbox and email applications</td>
<td>Record, store and manage data your way</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic Transcoding</td>
<td>24/7 remote access and camera control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smallest 360-degree dome design on the market</td>
<td>Perfect balance between performance and aesthetics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weatherproof (IP66) / Vandal resistant (IK10)</td>
<td>Peace of mind in outdoor or vandal-prone areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONVIF conformance and IPP support</td>
<td>Seamless integration with third-party products</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To easily eliminate blind spots in your video surveillance solution, choose FLEXIDOME IP panoramic 5000 MP cameras. Learn more at www.boschsecurity.com/hdsecurity
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